Mick Grimley:

Hello welcome to week 5 wrap up for the Autism MOOC, this week we looked at transition and we looked at the skill test it out. There was lots of conversations around transitions, but very few posts about test it out. I do understand that this week testing it out may take a little longer, but what we do hope is that people can comment on how the testing it out went over the next couple of weeks and I think this would be really valuable for participants to read other peoples ways that they tested things out, with things that worked and things that didn’t.

So what about transitions this week Emma?

Emma Donaldson:

Transitions was spoken about really well actually, with people using the language around macro and micro transitions, so macro being those big life stages from Primary school to Secondary school or into the workplace or into tertiary and University. So that was really well done, and we also had people saying from day to day from task to task, sometimes it is even dinner to dessert that is a transition that we need to manage. So those sorts of comments were really valuable and important to see for everyone across the groups.

Mick Grimley:

And next week we will be looking at resilience, also next week obviously it’s our last week so hopefully we will have a chance to wrap up and pull things together as well.

What about the videos this week, have we got any extra resources Emma?
**Emma Donaldson:**

Yes we have extra resources and we will also have examples from other groups, which we are really excited to share so they are really important to have a look at and in saying that, we also wanted to acknowledge the individuals with Autism that are participating in the MOOC because their contributions are absolutely fantastic and I know that all participants are getting so much from the value of the MOOC and the contributions made by those people, thank you.

So that wraps us up, we wish you a lovely week and we will see you next week.